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1.15 (TS//SI//REL) Storing 'leaked' US data on government systems
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1.12 (TS//SI//REL) SPCMA clarification. Wednesday. August 31. 2011

1.11 (TS//SI//REL) No defeats are needed when it is a known foreign malicious actor. There must be evidence that suggest it is foreign. If the information contradicts that theory, you may task with no defeats. Otherwise, defeat(s) or other selectors are required to minimize potential US/FVEYs hackers. No querying may be made to 'prove US origin' of hacking activity. There must be evidence/information that suggest it is foreign. If the information contradicts that theory, you may task with no defeats. Otherwise, defeat(s) or other selectors are required to minimize potential US/FVEYs hackers. No querying may be made to 'prove US origin' of hacking activity. There must be evidence/information that suggest it is foreign. If the information contradicts that theory, you may task with no defeats. Otherwise, defeat(s) or other selectors are required to minimize potential US/FVEYs hackers. No querying may be made to 'prove US origin' of hacking activity. There must be evidence/information that suggest it is foreign. If the information contradicts that theory, you may task with no defeats. Otherwise, defeat(s) or other selectors are required to minimize potential US/FVEYs hackers. No querying may be made to 'prove US origin' of hacking activity. There must be evidence/information that suggest it is foreign. If the information contradicts that theory, you may task with no defeats. Otherwise, defeat(s) or other selectors are required to minimize potential US/FVEYs hackers. No querying may be made to 'prove US origin' of hacking activity. There must be evidence/information that suggest it is foreign. If the information contradicts that theory, you may task with no defeats. Otherwise, defeat(s) or other selectors are required to minimize potential US/FVEYs hackers. No querying may be made to 'prove US origin' of hacking activity. There must be evidence/information that suggest it is foreign. If the information contradicts that theory, you may task with no defeats. Otherwise, defeat(s) or other selectors are required to minimize potential US/FVEYs hackers. No querying may be made to 'prove US origin' of hacking activity. There must be evidence/information that suggest it is foreign. If the information contradicts that theory, you may task with no defeats. Otherwise, defeat(s) or other selectors are required to minimize potential US/FVEYs hackers. No querying may be made to 'prove US origin' of hacking activity. There must be evidence/information that suggest it is foreign. If the information contradicts that theory, you may task with no defeats. Otherwise, defeat(s) or other selectors are required to minimize potential US/FVEYs hackers. No querying may be made to 'prove US origin' of hacking activity. There must be evidence/information that suggest it is foreign. If the information contradicts that theory, you may task with no defeats. Otherwise, defeat(s) or other selectors are required to minimize potential US/FVEYs hackers. No querying may be made to 'prove US origin' of hacking activity. There must be evidence/information that suggest it is foreign. If the information contradicts that theory, you may task with no defeats. Otherwise, defeat(s) or other selectors are required to minimize potential US/FVEYs hackers. No querying may be made to 'prove US origin' of hacking activity. There must be evidence/information that suggest it is foreign. If the information contradicts that theory, you may task with no defeats. Otherwise, defeat(s) or other selectors are required to minimize potential US/FVEYs hackers. No querying may be made to 'prove US origin' of hacking activity. There must be evidence/information that suggest it is foreign. If the information contradicts that theory, you may task with no defeats. Otherwise, defeat(s) or other selectors are required to minimize potential US/FVEYs hackers. No querying may be made to 'prove US origin' of hacking activity. There must be evidence/information that suggest it is foreign. If the information contradicts that theory, you may task with no defeats. Otherwise, defeat(s) or other selectors are required to minimize potential US/FVEYs hackers. No querying may be made to 'prove US origin' of hacking activity. There must be evidence/information that suggest it is foreign. If the information contradicts that theory, you may task with no defeats. Otherwise, defeat(s) or other selectors are required to minimize potential US/FVEYs hackers. No querying may be made to 'prove US origin' of hacking activity. There must be evidence/information that suggest it is foreign. If the information contradict...